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Spirit… may we travel in your way… eyes open to the moments of renewal… of old 
words being given new meaning to stir our souls… and open up your story as if for 
the first time… ears to hear your word… fresh to the world… today… 

Thank goodness for television… for so many reasons… for giving us David 
Attenborough… and a generation of incredible programmes from Life on Earth to the Great 
Barrier Reef… Thank goodness for television… for giving us Mary Berry and the Great 
British Bake-off… and thank goodness for television… for giving us the dramatised epic of 
War and Peace… which finishes tonight… and has saved me from actually having to read 
it… if only I can remember all the characters… 

But most of all… because I can’t remember whose who in War and Peace… thank 
goodness not just for television…but for the pause button on your remote control… for this 
has been the salvation of many a relationship… Picture the scene between husband and 
wife… They’re in the middle of war and peace… 

“I need a cup of tea”…

“But we’re just getting to the exciting part”…

“I know… but I’ll tell you what happens when you get back”…

And when you return with said cups of tea… and ask what’s happened… “Nothing 
much”…  Except something important has happened and you only realise this when the 
story stops making sense… and when you ask to be filled in… you are told… “Can you 
never keep up”… 

“But I had to go and make a cup of tea… and you told me nothing happened… ”

“Well, shhhh! I’ll tell you later”… expect by then it is too late… you’ve lost interest and the 
plot… and you go off and do your teeth instead…  
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So the pause button… is salvation… for you can stop the programme… make as many 
cups of tea as you like… and ask any questions you need without missing any of the 
drama… 

Mary had hit the pause button in our passage today… nothing was getting done… kitchen 
duties had been declared out of bounds… and she was sitting at the feet of Jesus… an 
interesting place… for that was where only disciples sat… 

You would never find a woman at the feet of a rabbi… there was no room in the culture for 
that… All women should be Martha’s… and there was little provision given for them in 
learning about the faith… 

Indeed… First century Rabbi Eliazer said… "If a man gives his daughter knowledge of the 

law, it as though he taught her lechery,"… and "Better to burn the Torah than to teach it to 

women"… 

Not everyone thought that… Mary was one… she had decided to pause the normal routine 

she was required to do and sit as a disciple… and Jesus was another… for there was 
Mary… sitting… listening… and Jesus welcomed this contradiction of culture… a female 
disciple at his feet… 

Martha on the other hand… was doing the cultural norm of trying to feed a multitude… 
missing everything that was going on in the other room… where Jesus wasn’t exactly 
being sympathetic or appreciative of her… 

Now… often this story is read to show us we should be more focussed on prioritising 
God’s word… of pausing to reflect on holier things… the Good News… and shouldn’t be 
so earth bound in readily supplying our physical needs… or those of others as Martha has 
done from her kitchen… 

But there is an issue here… because Jesus has just arrived in Bethany… where Mary and 
Martha live… having just finished telling the story of the Good Samaritan… where 
responding to those physical needs is of paramount importance and priority… Is there not 
some contradiction here… 
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Add to that the word here used of Martha in the kitchen serving… is the word diakonia… 
which is a word used to mean ‘ministry’… clearly the word deacon comes from this word… 
So one interpretation is that this story is not really talking about food here at all… but about 
serving people… in a servant ministry… which Jesus himself very much prioritised… yet 
Jesus somewhat chastises Martha for caring for and serving neighbour… 

There is discussion that Mary and Martha weren’t actually familial sisters at all… but 
sisters in Christ… sharing a ministry to people… It is Martha who welcomes Jesus into her 
home… and as the early followers didn’t have churches but met in peoples homes… some 
imagine Martha was a woman who led and hosted the local house church… She was a 
doer… Mary on the other hand… a leader too in the early church was a listener… 
someone who reflected and taught… 

Whether any of that interpretation is meant by Luke… we don’t know… though he sees 
this story as important to his local community… and we know that because he has put it 
here in his version of the gospel… but it does broaden out its meaning somewhat… that 
this can be an insight into how we do ministry here in New Kilpatrick… not that one person 
serves by always doing the dishes and another by always leading worship… but that a 
strong faithful community… houses both Mary and Martha… and we are challenged by the 
tensegrity… the integrity of each and the tension between the two… serving or listening… 
and which one gets the priority at any particular time… 

And that essentially is the condition of our faith… and on the cusp of entering Lent next 
week… a season of deeper reflection… yet greater sacrifice towards others… it comes to 
a head… 

Surely we want to be able to house all those refugees that are travelling across Europe… 
but weI also need to reflect on what we are doing and supporting that causes that 
migration… 

Surely we want to change the tax laws so that Google and Apple and Amazon and the 
rest… pay tax properly under a common sense definition of that word… but we also have 
to reflect on how much we are tied to and supporting that same tax system and if we are 
really willing to change it… 
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We want to stop using palm oil and fossil fuels… but we also have to reflect and challenge 
ourselves to untie ourselves from all that binds us to these things… that makes our 
lifestyles part of the problem… and how far we are from being able to do that… 

Our faith is as much of Mary as it is of Martha… and the tension… comes to a head in this 
new season of Lent as it approaches… I long to sit at Jesus feet and listen to the word 
anew… as he faces Jerusalem… and I’m truly looking forward to our series of guest 
preachers and the Apostles Creed beginning next week… but I also want to get things 
done… send hundreds of books to Vanuatu… go serve with Glasgow City Mission… buy 
fairtrade.. .and gather clothes for Mary’s meals… all of which we’ll also be doing this new 
season as a congregation… forget the sermons and go and clothe someone instead for it 
is far more useful… Yet… why are we doing it at all?… 

Faith is full of Mary and equally full of Martha… both are what the practice of our faith is 
made up of… The art of our faith… is of course… seeking the gospel wherever we find it… 
in the quiet reflection and in the protests in the world… and living with integrity in the 
tension between the two… the tensegrity… Mary and Martha give us permission to 
respond as the kingdom needs… mixed up as much in the practicalities of serving others 
in the world… and in the times of being apart from the world… 

The fullness of faith comes in the generous mix of the two… Mary speaks into Martha who 
speaks into Martha… One is the pause button and the other is the serving… and 
together… with as much chaos as there is beauty… with as much order as disorder… 
wrestling and loving… working and praying… may we find our way through the 
tensegrity… the balance and creativity of the ongoing building of the kingdom of love… 
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